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EXHAUST EMISSIONS OF A DOUBLE ANNULAR
COMBUSTOR - PARAMETRIC STUDY
by Donald F. Schultz
Lewis Research Center
SUMMARY
A parametric exhaust emissions study was performed with a full-scale double-
annular ram-induction combustor designed for Mach 3.0 cruise operation. Emissions
of oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxide, unburned hydrocarbons, and smoke were
measured as a function of combustor operating variables including reference veloc-
ity, inlet total pressure, temperature, and exit average temperature. An empirical
equation is provided relating oxides of nitrogen emissions to inlet temperature and
pressure, reference velocity, and exit average temperature. ASTM-Jet A fuel was
used for all tests. Test conditions ranged from 20- to 62-newton-per-square-
centimeter inlet total pressure, 585 to 895 K inlet temperature, 24- to 48-meter-per-
second reference velocity, and 815 to 1475 K exit average temperature. In addition,
emissions data were obtained at a simulated engine idle point of 41-newton-per-
square-centimeter inlet total pressure, 480 K inlet temperature, 31-meter-per-
second reference velocity, and a fuel-air ratio range of 0.008 to 0.012. This oper-
ating condition was selected as representative of the idle operation of a high pres-
sure ratio turbofan engine. These idle performance tests were conducted to illustrate
the degree of emission reduction that could be obtained with radial fuel staging.
INTRODUCTION
A parametric study was made of the exhaust emissions of a double-annular ram-
induction combustor. Previous studies covering the performance of the double-
annular combustor have included some data on exhaust pollutant levels (ref. 1).
Other recent work with an annular combustor has demonstrated the effect of various
changes in combustor operating conditions on the levels of exhaust pollutants
(ref. 2). However, these two studies have not covered wide enough ranges of oper-
ating conditions to determine with a high degree of certainty the effect of each oper-
ating variable on emissions. A comparison of the data of reference 2 with the emis-
sions measured from the double-annular combustor of reference 1 indicate emission
levels are a function of the specific combustor designs.
The purpose of the parametric tests reported herein was to evaluate emissions of
the double-annular combustor more completely than had been done previously, and
to determine the effect of each operating variable on the level of emitted gaseous pol-
lutant. These tests were conducted using the double-annular ram-induction combus-
tor designed for operation at flight speeds up to Mach 3. In these tests the inlet-air
pressure was varied from 20 to 62 newtons per square centimeter, the inlet-air temp-
erature from 590 to 895 K, the reference velocity from 24 to 48 meters per second,
and the combustor exit average temperature from 1250 to 1475 K. In addition, some
data were obtained at a simulated engine idle condition comparable to that of a high
pressure ratio turbofan engine. These data were taken to illustrate the effect of ra-
dial fuel staging and fuel-air ratio on idle emissions.
Appendixes A to D give details concerning reported symbols, combustor design,
instrumentation, and calculations. The test facility used is described in reference 3.
APPARATUS
This investigation was conducted using a double-annular ram-induction combus-
tor designed for Mach 3.0 cruise operation. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of
the combustor consisting of two concentric, but separate annular combustion zones.
This particular arrangement allows for the firing of either or both annuli during en-
gine idle operation. Performance tests of this combustor at idle conditions have been
reported in reference 1. No modifications were made to the combustor while conduct-
ing the test program. The only changes made were in the size of simplex fuel noz-
zles . Three different sets of fuel nozzles (64 in each set) were interchanged to main-
tain a high fuel injection differential pressure at every operating condition. Varia-
tions in fuel flow rate with nozzle differential pressure for the three types of fuel
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nozzles are shown in figure 2. A more detailed description of this combustor is
given in appendix B.
PROCEDURE
In these tests inlet air pressure was varied from 20 to 62 newtons per square
centimeter, inlet air temperature from 590 to 895 K, reference velocity from 24 to
48 meters per second, and combustor average exit temperature from 1250 to 1475 K
with some points with combustor average exit temperature as low as 815 K. Some
data were taken at a simulated engine idle condition comparable to that of a high com-
pression ratio turbojet engine. These data have average exit temperatures as low as
765 K. Table I outlines the range of test points taken.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table II is a list of test data covering all the conditions tested including the sim-
ulated engine idle points. ASTM Jet-A fuel was used for all tests. The design max-
imum average exit temperature of 1475 K was obtained at all conditions except at a
condition of lowest reference velocity at the highest inlet air temperature tested. No
effort was made to improve the exit temperature distribution other than selecting a
set of simplex fuel nozzles which best fit the required fuel flows since a very low
fuel nozzle differential pressure will usually increase pattern factor and decrease
combustion efficiency.
General Combustor Performance
The combustor performed satisfactorily with the exception of minor erosion of
turning vanes and warpage of some long center scoops. This testing program accum-
ulated 46.7. hours of combustor burn time.
Combustion efficiency by thermocouple measurement. - The combustion efficiency
was found to vary from 96 to 102 percent for all data points with an inlet air temper-
ature greater than 580 K. Some of the engine idle data ranges down to 90 percent
combustion efficiency.
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Total pressure loss. - Figure 3 shows combustor total pressure loss (which in-
cludes the diffuser and combustor pressure loss) as a function of diffuser inlet Mach
number. Most of the data presented is at a fuel-air ratio of 0.0258 though one iso-
thermal data point is provided for reference. This figure covers the reference veloc-
ity range of 24 to 48 meters per second. The combustor design reference velocity
was 32 meters per second, which gave a resulting total pressure loss of 5.8 percent.
Exit temperature parameters. - Figure 4 shows the exit temperature parameters
of pattern factor, stator factor, and rotor factor (which are defined in appendix D),
against inlet air temperature at a constant exit average temperature of 1475 K and
62-newton-per-square-centimeter inlet total pressure. (The temperature profile
used to compute stator and rotor factor is shown in fig. 5.)
Comparing figures 4 (a) to (c) shows that the exit temperature parameters are
not reference velocity dependent. Figures 4(a) and (b) have curves of similar form
which show the same kind of relation of either pattern factor or stator factor to inlet
air temperature. Stator factor was always equal to or greater than pattern factor at
the same operating condition. Since average exit temperature is constant, these fig-
ures also show that pattern and stator factors generally increase with increasing com-
bustor average temperature rise as inlet air temperature decreases.
Figure 4(c) is somewhat unusual in that the opposite trend is evident. Increasing
combustor temperature rise resulted in decreasing the rotor factor as is shown in
figure 6. Figure 5, a plot of variation of exit average radial temperature profile with
combustor average temperature rise, shows that, at high temperature rises, the exit
average temperature profile deviates less from the ideal profile than at low temper-
ature rises.
Exhaust Emissions
The exhaust emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), un-
burned hydrocarbons, and smoke were measured. Gas sample validity was deter-
mined by computing a fuel-air ratio based on the exhaust products of carbon mon-
oxide, carbon dioxide, and unburned hydrocarbons. This calculated fuel-air ratio
was then compared to the actual metered fuel-air ratio. A ±5 percent agreement was
required for good sample agreement. This comparison determines a FARR (fuel-air
ratio ratio) value which is defined in appendix D.
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NO x emissions. - NOx emissions have been found to be a function of inlet air
humidity, pressure, temperature, reference Mach number, and exit temperature as
reported in reference 2. The following correlation using a single-annular ram-
induction combustor was derived:
NOx (H, , M, P) = NOx(std)(0 1)e-19H 1.14(0-1)M-1p0. 5a (1)
where NOstd = 0.64±0.03 and M is reference Mach number.
As the present study was made at constant reference velocity rather than con-
stant reference Mach number as in reference 2, the following expression was de-
rived for these data:
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This equation provides agreement within +4.8 percent standard deviation over
the range of conditions tested. By substituting a set of convenient standard condi-
tions for V 2 P 2 T 3 2 and T 4 2 such as
Vref(std) = 24 meters per second
Pstd = 10.13 newton per square centimeter (1 atm)
T 3 (std) = 2 88 K (standard temperature)
T4(std) = 1475 K
for each known data point into this equation a NOx(std) number can be computed.
Using 44 data points (all points with FARR values within 1.0+0.05), NOx(std)
emission index value was determined to be 0.832 gram per kilogram of fuel with a
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standard deviation of 0.040. Figure 7 verifies the equation agreement. In this fig-
ure the actual NO value is ratioed to the calculated NO value as determined by
x x
using the following equation, which is the previous equation with standard condi-
tions substituted for the V 1, P 1 T31, and T41 terms. Thus;
-3 -1. 42
NOx = +4 9 x 10 3  05.5 - T4 Vref - 1.26 Vref
x e 7 . 8x 10 -7 (Vref+24(T4+147 +1. 0 (0-1)+2. 6x10-
3 T4- 3. 86-19H (3)
These equations are combustor geometry dependent and, therefore, one would expect
some variations in results when scaling combustors of this type or when analyzing
combustors of an entirely different type.
The variation in NO x due to inlet air humidity was not evaluated as relatively
dry air was used for all tests and no means of controlling inlet air humidity was
available. Inlet air humidity was believed to be about 0.003 +0.002 gram of water per
gram of dry air.
Figures 8 to 10 are typical figures showing the effects of inlet air temperature,
exit temperature, reference velocity, and inlet total pressure on NOx emissions.
All data points plotted which fall outside the ±5 percent band are tailed.
Figures 8 to 10 confirm the NO emission trends reported elsewhere (refs. 2, 4,
and 5); namely, that NO x increases exponentially as inlet-air temperature, and to
a lesser degree as exit average temperature increases and decreases with increasing
reference velocity. Also NOx increases with increasing combustor inlet total pres-
sure. The ranges of the operating condition variables were chosen to be as repre-
sentative of actual gas turbine engine conditions as was possible. The greatest ex-
ception taken was the range of pressures tested. A value of 62 newtons per square
centimeter was the maximum pressure available in test facility. A more accurate de-
termination of the effect of pressure on NOx should be determined from data ob-
tained in test facilities capable of operating at high pressures.
Equations (2) and (3) should only be used for predicting oxides of nitrogen ex-
haust emissions at operating conditions within the data region from which the equa-
tions were derived. This is especially true with pressure. Also these equations
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are geometry dependent in that they may not hold true for double annular combus-
tors of significantly different size or for combustors of different design such as the
single-annular type used in equation (1). However, the basic trends appear to be
similar to those obtained with other combustor types.
Carbon monoxide emissions. - As expected CO emissions decreased with in-
creasing inlet air temperature, increasing exit temperature, and decreasing refer-
ence velocity. Figure 11 shows the reference velocity and inlet air temperature ef-
fects on CO emissions while figure 12 shows the exit temperature effect. Also shown
in figure 12 is the absence of an inlet pressure effect over the range of test pressures
available. That is, for the same combustor exit temperature the CO emissions in-
dices for 20.7 and 62 newtons per square centimeter were identical within experi-
mental error.
Unburned hydrocarbon emissions. - Unburned hydrocarbon emissions index re-
mained below 1 gram per kilogram fuel for all data except those points with an exit
average temperature below 950 K. The highest unburned hydrocarbon emissions.
index was 4.7 grams per kilogram of fuel at a condition of 62-newton-per-square-
centimeter inlet total pressure, 590 K inlet air temperature, 31. 4-meter-per-second
reference velocity, and 814 K exit average temperature.
These values were so low that no realistic determination can be made of the emis-
sion trends with operating condition. The inherent experimental errors in de-
termining the values of unburned hydrocarbon emissions were high due to the very
low levels of unburned hydrocarbons. It is usually assumed that the trends in un-
burned hydrocarbon emissions are sinfilar to those of carbon monoxide emissions
except that the values are much lower.
Smoke emissions. - A limited amount of smoke data were obtained. The highest
smoke number 16.5 was obtained at 590 K inlet air temperature, 62-newton-per-
square-centimeter inlet total pressure, 24-meter-per-second reference velocity, and
1370 K exit average temperature. This is 18 percent below the value of 20 which is
the acceptable maximum smoke number for combustors of this size (ref. 6). Fig-
ure 13 shows smoke number as a function of reference velocity at constant inlet pres-
sure and exit temperature and the effect of increasing inlet air temperatures. Both
of these curves reach minimum values near 32 meters per second, the design refer-
ence velocity of this combustor. Figure 14 shows the effect of exit average temper-
ature, on two similar double annular combustors, holding reference velocity, inlet
total pressure, and inlet temperature constant. Smoke number was found to decrease
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with increasing exit temperature over the range tested on both combustors.
Inlet total pressure had no effect on smoke number over the range of pressures
tested (20 to 62 N/sq cm).
Engine Idle Exhaust Emissions
The idle emissions of the double-annular combustor were measured at an engine
idle of 41-newton-per-square-centimeter inlet total pressure, 475 K inlet air temper-
ature, 32-meter-per-second reference velocity: corresponding to that of a higher
compression ratio turbofan engine to demonstrate the reduction in exhaust emissions
that could be obtained by utilizing radial fuel staging. In radial fuel staging, fuel
was supplied to only one annulus rather than to both as in the usual case at other
engine conditions. As shown in figure 15(a), a combustion efficiency (determined
by exhaust gas analysis), of 98.1 percent was obtained using radial fuel staging at
an overall fuel-air ratio of 0.012. This is about one percentage point better than was
obtained with fuel supplied to both annuli at the same fuel-air ratio. The lowest car-
bon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions occurred when radial fuel stag-
ing was employed as shown in figures 15(c) and (d). Interestingly, unburned hy-
drocarbon emissions reached minimum values with fuel flow only to the inner annulus
while carbon monoxide emissions reached minimum values with fuel flow only to the
outer annulus. Note that the resulting combustion efficiency was the same for com-
bustion in either annulus.
Oxides of nitrogen emissions were higher for combustion in only one annulus
than they were for combustion on both as would be expected by the higher local tem-
peratures (the local fuel-air ratio is doubled when radial fuel staging is employed
compared to combustion on both annuli). Interestingly, NO x emissions were lower
for combustion on the outer annulus only than for combustion on the inner annulus
only. In any case the NO x emissions index remains below a value of 3.1 grams per
kilogram of fuel, over the range of engine idle fuel-air ratios tested.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
A full-scale double-annular ram-induction combustor designed for Mach 3 cruise
conditions was used in a parametric study to determine the effect of operating condi-
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tions on combustor performance and exhaust emissions. The following results were
obtained:
1. NOx emissions index values can be described as a function of combustor op-
erating conditions, and a correlating equation is developed which fits the experimen-
tal data well within +10 percent.
2. Smoke numbers were very low and reached a minimum of four at a 32-meter-
per-second reference velocity, 62-newton-per-square-centimeter inlet pressure,
590 K inlet air temperature, and 1475 K exit temperature.
3. A maximum combustion efficiency of 98.1 percent was obtained by radial fuel
staging at a simulated engine idle condition for a high pressure ratio fan engine op-
erating at a 32-meter-per-second reference velocity, 41-newton-per-square-
centimeter inlet pressure, 478 K inlet air temperature, and.a fuel-air ratio of 0.012.
This resulted from a reduction in carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbons
which increased combustor efficiency by approximately 1 percent above the 97 per-
cent value obtained without staging.
Lewis Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Cleveland, Ohio, October 22, 1974,
505-04.
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APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
CO carbon monoxide
H humidity, g water/g dry air
M Mach number
NOx oxides of nitrogen
P pressure
AP total pressure drop across combustor, Pt 3 - Pt 4
T temperature
AT temperature rise across combustor T - Tt t4 3
V velocity
a function of exit temperature
8 factor
6 pattern factor
1 combustion efficiency
0 ratio of inlet air temperature to 288 K (standard temperature)
Subscripts:.
des design
j radial location
loc local (a single point)
max maximum
ref reference
rot rotor
stat stator
std standard
10
t total
1 test condition one
2 test condition two
3 11.4 cm upstream of diffuser inlet
4 combustor exit
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APPENDIX B
COMBUSTION DESIGN
Double-Annular Concept
The combustor used in this investigation is referred to as a double-annular ram-
induction combustor. Constructing the combustion zone as a double annulus permits
the reduction of overall combustor length while maintaining an adequate ratio of
length to annulus height in each combustion zone. This double-annular feature al-
lows a considerable reduction in length to be made over a single annulus with the
same overall height.
However, individual control of the inner and outer annulus fuel systems of the
double-annular combustion zone provides a useful method for adjusting the outlet
radial temperature profile. This individual fuel control can be extended to include
radial fuel staging which is useful at engine idle conditions.
Ram-Induction Concept
The ram-induction combustor differs from the more conventional combustors in
that the compressor discharge air is allowed to penetrate into the combustion and
mixing zones without diffusing to as high a static pressure as a conventional static
pressure-fed combustor. The kinetic energy of the inlet air is thereby used to pro-
mote rapid mixing of air and fuel in the primary zone and diluent air and burned
gases in the mixing zone. The airflow is efficiently turned into the combustor by
two rows of vaned turning scoops that penetrate into the combustion zones.
A more detailed description of the ram-induction concept is found in reference 7.
Combustor Design Details
The double-annular ram-induction combustor including the diffuser section used
for this investigation is shown in cross section in figure 1. Forward airflow spread-
ers in the diffuser split the inlet airflow into three passages leading into the combus-
tor. These are the inner liner passage, the outer liner passage, and the center pas-
sage. About 50 percent of the airflow is ducted by shrouds surrounding the outside
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of both the outer and inner liners of the combustor. The high velocity airflow which
is maintained from the diffuser inlet through this ducting is turned into the combus-
tor burning zones by means of the scoops discussed previously. The first row of
scoops supplies air to the primary zone while the second row supplies diluent air to
the secondary zone.
Basic dimensions for this combustor are shown in figure 1. The diameters are
essentially those of the combustor for the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft experimental
supersonic transport engine (JTF 17 (ref. 8)). However, the diffuser-combustor
overall length of the double-annular combustor is about 30 percent shorter than that
used in the JTF 17 engine.
Photographs of the combustor are shown in figure 16. Figure 16(a) shows the
downstream end with the two circumferential rows of scoops of the inner and outer
liners and those of the center section. Figure 16(b) is a closeup of this same view
showing more detail of the scoop arrangement. The fuel nozzles and associated
swirlers are included, in this view along with the deflectors for cooling the inner
and outer headplates. A side view of the combustor with the upstream diffuser air-
flow spreaders and inner exit transition liner added to the combustor is shown in
figure 16(c). The notches in the airflow spreaders fit around the diffuser struts.
The combustor is pin mounted through the struts using tangs attached to the inner
and outer headplates that extend forward into the airflow spreaders.
Fuel nozzles. - Simplex fuel nozzles with radial inflow air swirlers were used
for the investigation. Curves of total fuel flow for the combustor (sum of 64 nozzles)
as a function of pressure drop across these nozzles is shown in figure 2.
Combustor design specifications. - The major items in the combustor design are
tabulated in table III. The circumferential locations of combustor components such
as scoops, fuel nozzles, and diffuser struts are shown in figure 17. The flow areas
as distributed among the many openings (scoops, film cooling, swirlers, etc.) are
shown in figure 18. The scoop discharge areas with length and width dimensions
are listed in table IV.
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APPENDIX C
INSTRUMENTATION
Measurement Methods
Measurements to determine combustor operation and performance were recorded
by the Lewis Central Automatic Data Processing System (ref. 9). Control room read-
out instrumentation (indicating and recording) was used to set and monitor the test
conditions and the operation of the combustor. Pressures were measured and re-
corded by the central Digital Automatic Multiple Pressure Recorder (DAMPR) and by
strain-gage pressure transducers (ref. 10). Iron-constantan thermocouples were
used to measure temperatures between 240 to 675 K, Chromel-Alumel thermocouples
measured temperatures between 240 and 1560 K. High temperatures, 275 to 1920 K
were measured with platinum plus 13 percent rhodium/platinum thermocouples. The
indicated readings of all thermocouples were taken as true values of the total tem-
peratures. The platinum plus 13 percent rhodium/platinum thermocouples were of the
high-recovery aspirating type (ref. 11, type 6).
Airflow rates were measured by square-edged orifices installed according to
ASME specifications. Fuel flow rates were measured by turbine flowmeters using
frequency-to-voltage converters for readout and recording.
Instrumentation Stations
The locations of the combustor instrumentation stations are shown in figure 1.
Inlet air temperature was measured by eight Chromel-Alumel thermocouples that were
equally spaced around the inlet at station 3. Inlet air total pressure was measured
by eight five-point total pressure rakes equally spaced around the inlet at station 3.
The pressure rakes measured the total pressure profile at centers of equal areas
across the inlet annulus. Static pressure at the inlet was measured by 16 wall static
pressure taps with eight on the outer and eight on the inner walls of the annulus at
station 3.
Combustor outlet total temperature and pressure at instrumentation station 4 were
measured at 30 increments around the exit circumference. At each 30 increment,
five temperature and pressure points were measured across the annulus. The water-
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cooled probe assembly containing the five temperature and pressure sensors is
shown in figure 19. Three of these probes, each on an arm 1200 apart, rotated 1200
providing full coverage of the circumference. Water-cooled shields protected these
probes when they were not in use at three fixed points in the exhaust stream. At
these points, temperature and pressure were not measured. The probes were made
of platinum-rhodium alloy where exposed to the hot exhaust gases. Also located at
station 4 were eight wall static pressure taps.
Rotating gas samples were taken at station 4 using three five-point water-cooled
probes which were attached to the same drum as the five-point total temperature and
total pressure probes. A continuous sample was taken during each traverse. An
analysis of the exhaust products was made at each 30 increment around the exit cir-
cumference.
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATIONS
Combustion Efficiency by Thermocouple Measurement
Efficiency by thermocouple measurement was determined by dividing the meas-
ured temperature rise across the combustor by the theoretical temperature rise. The
theoretical rise is calculated from the fuel-air ratio, fuel properties, inlet air tem-
perature, and pressure, as well as the amount of water vapor present in the inlet air-
flow. The exit temperatures were measured with five-point traversing aspirated
thermocouple probes and were mass-weighted for the efficiency calculation. The in-
dicated readings of all thermocouples were taken as true values of the total temper-
atures. The mass-weighting procedure is given in reference 8. In each mass-
weighted average, 585 individual exit temperatures were used.
Combustion Efficiency by Gas Analysis
Efficiency by gas analysis was determined by measuring the exhaust products of
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and unburned hydrocarbons. An analysis was
made 39 times during each data point. The derived combustion efficiency was vali-
dated by determining the combustor fuel-air ratio from the exhaust analysis. The
fuel-air ratio by gas analysis was divided by the metered fuel-air ratio. This ratio
is called FARR in the data table (table II).
An additional check on gas sample validity was made on selected data points.
For this check the remaining oxygen in the exhaust was measured. A fuel-air ratio
was determined from this which was compared to the metered fuel-air ratio. The
fuel-air ratio by oxygen measurement was divided by the metered fuel-air ratio.
This ratio is called FARRO in the data table (table II).
FARR and FARRO values of 1.0 + 0.05 were considered acceptable values.
Nearly all data points fall in this range.
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Reference Velocity and Diffuser Inlet Mach Number
Reference velocity Vref for the combustor was computed from the total airflow,
the maximum cross-sectional area between the inner and outer shroud (see table IV),
and the diffuser inlet using total pressure and temperature. Diffuser inlet Mach num-
ber was calculated from the total airflow; the total temperature, and the static pres-
sure measured at the diffuser inlet, and the inlet annulus area.
Total Pressure Loss
The total pressure loss AP/Pt 3 was calculated by mass-averaging total pres-
sures measured upstream of the diffuser inlet and at the combustor exit. The total
pressure loss, therefore, includes the diffuser loss.
Exit Temperature Profile Parameters
Three parameters of interest in evaluating the quality of exit temperature profile
are considered. Figure 20 is a graphical explanation of these parameters. Figure 5
shows the desired exit temperature profile used to compute stator and rotor factor.
The exit temperature pattern factor 8 is one parameter which is defined as
= Tt4(max) - Tt 4
Tt 4 - Tt 3
where Tt 4 and Tt 3 are averages of temperatures measured at the exit and inlet,
and where Tt- t4 is the maximum temperature occurring anywhere in the
combustor exit plane minus the average exit temperature. The parameter is use-
ful for preliminary screening, but it does not take into account the desired radial
temperature profile for which the combustor was designed. The desired average
radial distribution of temperature at the combustor exit plane is determined by the
stress and cooling characteristics of the turbine. For purposes of evaluating the
double-annular combustor, an exit radial temperature profile was selected for con-
ditions that are typical of advanced engines.
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The two other parameters take the design profile intoaccount. These parameters
are
[Tt 4 j (loc) - Tt4j(des)] max
6stat = Tt 4 - Tt 3
-T
o t4 j Tt4j(des) max
Tt 4 - Tt3
where [Tt 4j (loc) - Tt4j (des)] max for 8stat is the maximum positive temperature
difference between the highest local temperature at any given radius and the design
temperature for that same radius (subscript j refers to any radial location in the
radial temperature profile) and where t4j T4j (des mais the maxi-
mum temperature difference between the average temperature at any given radius
around the circumference and the design temperature for that same radius (see
fig. 20). The term Tt 4 - Tt 3 used in all three parameters is the average tempera-
ture rise across the combustor AT.
The parameter 8stol is a measure of the quality of the exit temperature profile
on the turbine stator, and 8rot is a measure of the quality or the exit temperature
profile on the turbine rotor.
Units
The U.S. customary system of units was used for primary measurements and cal-
culations. Conversion to SI units (Systeme International d'Unit's) is done for re-
porting purposes only. In making the conversion, consideration is given to implied
accuracy and may result in rounding off the values expressed in SI units.
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TABLE I. - TEST CONDITIONS
Inlet air Reference velocity, Vref, m/sec
Temperature, Pressure, 24 32 40 48
K N/cm 2
Exit average temperature range, K
590 20 --------- 1250-1475 --------- ---------
590 41 --------- 1250-1475 --------- ---------
590 62 1250-1475 815-1475 1250-1475 1250-1475
755 62 1250-1475 815-1475 1250-1475 1250-1475
890 62 1250 815-1475 1250-1475 1250-1475
475 41 --------- 765-940 -------- ---------
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK 
NOT FILMED
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TABLE I. -
Run Model Inlet-air conditions Combustor operating conditions
num- Total Total Air- Diffuser Refer- Fuel- Total Average Inlet Fuel Annu- Pattern
ber pres- tem- flow, inlet ence air pres- outlet fuel nozzle lus factor
sure, per- kg/sec Mach velocity, ratio sure temper- temper- differ- sup-
N/cm 2 ature, number Vref, loss, ature, ature, ential plied
K m/sec K K pressure, with
N/cm 2  fuel
322 10-2 62.4 590 48.6 0.239 30.9 0.019 ----- 1282 294 116 Both 0.312
323 10-2 61.8 586 49.0 .243 31.2 .023 ----- 1416 293 180 .327
324 10-2 62.3 587 50.6 .249 31.9 .0252 ----- 1476 292 222 .397
525 10A 62.3 586 48.9 .241 30.9 .0103 ----- 967 298 33 .286
526 62.2 586 49.3 .244 31.2 .0155 ----- 1149 298 79 .345
527 62.1 587 49.4 .245 31.4 .0188 ----- 1264 297 119 .384
528 62.6 587 49.3 .242 31.0 .0223 ----- 1383 297 167 .326
530 62.3 587 49.5 .242 31.3 .026 ----- 1497 297 229 .352
560 62.6 588 38.0 .183 24.0 .0253 ----- 1472 296 128 .377
568 61.8 756 39.1 .221 32.2 .0215 ----- 1487 297 98 .334
572 62.5 758 49.6 .283 40.4 .0214 ----- 1481 297 157
576 61.9 761 58.6 .347 48.2 .0214 ----- 1484 296 218 .347
579 62.3 590 62.3 .317 39.5 .0256 ----- 1473 294 346 .419
594 61.7 760 29.8 .166 24.7 .0213 ----- 1453 298 54 .274
691 10-2 41.4 585 33.8 .250 32.1 .0216 ----- 1349 288 71 .241
695 10-2 20.4 578 16.6 .246 31,5 .026 ----- 1464 286 24 . 262
1339 10-RH3 40.1 479 42.8 .301 34.2 .0077 7.11 776 --- --- i.d. .779
1342 40.9 477 40.9 .280 32.0 .0081 7.15 764 293 57 o. d. .965
1343 40.7 478 40.6 .278 31.9 .0102 7.14 834 90 .900
1344 40.9 479 40.5 .277 31.8 .0123 7.13 904 129 1.050
1345 40.8 479 41.0 .281 32.2 .0081 7.13 783 56 .779
1346 40.8 477 40.8 .278 31.9 .0102 7.15 854 88 i.d. .790
1347 41.1 477 40.8 .277 31.7 .0122 13.47 924 127 i.d. .827
1348 62.4 590 74.3 .388 46.8 .019 13.46 1250 294 263 Both .277
1349 62.3 593 74.4 .390 47.2 .0189 13.84 1250 295 263 .271
1350 62.4 589 74.9 .392 47.1 .0225 13.95 1360 295 382 .289
1351 62.4 588 75.2 .393 47.3 .0263 8.99 1477 294 534 .288
1352 62.5 588 62.5 .315 39.3 .0189 8.95 1243 296 185 .260
1353 62.1 586 61.3 .310 38.8 .0228 ----- 1363 296 260 .280
aNOxa NOx(actual)
NOxc NOx(calculated (from NOx(std))
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Combustor performance characteristics
Stator Rotor Combustor Thermo- NOx  HC CO Smoke FARR FARRO Gas NOx(std) NOx a
factor factor average couple emission emissions emission number analysis a
temper- combus- index, index, index, combus -  NOx
ature tion g/kg g/kg g/kg tion effi-
rise, efficiency, of fuel of fuel of fuel ciency,
K percent percent
---- ----- 692 102.9 ---- ----- ---- 3.0 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
----- ----- 830 102.6 ---- ----- ---- 5.2 --- ---- ---- ---- -----
---- ----- 889 102.9 ---- 2.0 ---- ---- --- - -----
0.262 0.067 381 100.4 ---- ----- ---- 4.6 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
.322 .017 563 101.4 ---- ----- ---- 9.5 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
.334 .019 676 102.0 ---- ----- ---- 4.5 ---- ---- ---- ---- --
.292 049 796 102.8 ---- ----- ---- 6.8 ---- ---- -----
.316 .055 910 102.9 ---- ----- --- 3. ---- ---- ---- -----
.339 .076 884 102.2 ---- -13.8 ---- ---- ---- -----
.306 .029 731 101.6 ---- ----- 1.0 ---- ---- -- -- -----
.286 .027 723 100.8 ---- ----- 3.0 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
.301 .020 723 101.0 ----- 6.8 ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
.381 .049 882 101.3 ---- ----- --- 7.0 ---- ---- --- - -----
.231 .032 693 97.1 ---- ----- --- 3.0 ---- ---- --- - -----
.241 .025 764 101.1 ---- ----- ---- 2.7---- ---- ---- ---- -----
.262 029 887 99.6 ---- ----- ---- 1.8 ---- ---- ---- ---------
.914 .627 297 98.2 0.99 15.5 95.8 ---- 1.03 ---- 96.1 ---- -----
.964 .374 287 90.7 1.81 17.1 71.0 ---- 1.01 0.95 96.6 ---- -----
.899 .391 357 90.9 2.14 9.41 62.1 ---- .98 .97 97.6 ---- -----
1.05 .407 424 91.3 2.48 5.69 56.0 ---- .95 1.00 98.1 ---- -----
.910 .627 305 96.4 3.04 14.4 76.7 ---- 1.07 1.23 96.8 ---- -----
.896 .598 376 96.3 3.06 7.96 68.2 ---- 1.02 ---- 97.6 ---- -----
.916 .580 447 97.0 3.04 5.12 58.0 ---- 1.00 ---- 98.1 ---- -----
.277 .055 659 98.3 4.29 .25 27.9 ---- .95 1.00 99.3 0.853 1.025
.271 .053 657 98.2 4.09 .24 27.1 ---- .95 1.03 99.3 .812 .975
.289 .036 772 98.6 4.0 .06 18.3 ---- .97 1.02 99.6 .795 .955
.289 .027 888 98.9 4.11 .01 13.1 ---- .97 1.00 99.7 .814 .978
.259 .054 656 98.1 4.48 .10 16.5 ---- .97 1.03 99.6 .765 .919
.280 .035 777 98.3 4.57 .16 10.7 ---- .96 1.00 99.7 .774 .930
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TABLE II. - Continued.
Run Model Inlet-air conditions Combustor operating conditions
num- Total Total Air- Diffuser Refer- Fuel- Total Average Inlet Fuel Annu- Pattern
ber pres- tem- flow inlet ence air pres- outlet fuel nozzle lus factor
sure, per- kg/sec Mach velocity, ratio sure temper- temper- differ- sup-
N/cm 2 ature, number Vref, loss, ature, ature, ential plied
K m/sec K K pressure, with
N/cm2  fuel
1354 10-RH3 62.2 588 63.0 0.319 39.8 0.026 9.43 1463 295 365 Both 0.297
1355 62.5 592 50.8 .251 32.3 .0186 5.74 1242 297 118 .225
1356 61.8 588 49.5 .246 31.6 .0226 5.66 1359 297 165 .270
1357 62.1 590 49.6 .246 31.6 .0265 5.74 1476 296 230 .281
1358 61.8 591 37.8 .186 24.3 .0188 3.49 1236 298 66 .215
1359 62.7 587 37.6 .181 23.6 .0224 3.30 1345 296 93 .269
1360 62.2 584 37.7 .182 23.7 .0265 3.39 1461 296 131 .283
1362 41.5 587 34.4 .255 32.5 .0182 6.39 1212 296 50 .201
1363 62.6 760 58.7 ,341 47.6 .0144 9.91 1253 297 94 .132
1364 62.8 763 58.5 .339 47.5 .0180 9.92 1365 297 146 .156
1365 62.3 761 58.8 .344 48.0 .0216 10.25 1473 297 215 .166
1366 62.7 760 49.4 .280 40.1 .0140 6.72 1234 300 62 .150
1369 62.5 756 48.1 .272 39.0 .0183 6.64 1366 299 101 .145
1371 62.2 757 48.5 .276 39.5 .0220 6.77 1477 298 150 .162
1372 62.4 760 39.3 .220 32.1 .0179 4.33 1352 300 64 .138
1373 61.9 752 38.5 .216 31.4 .0222 4.52 1470 298 96 .164
1374 62.2 758 38.5 .216 31.5 .0147 4.30 1252 301 42 .142
1375 62.4 759 38.5 .215 31.4 .0223 4.34 1477 298 97 .162
1376 62.8 750 30.6 .167 24.5 .0212 2.67 1443 300 54 .182
1377 10-RH3 62.3 757 30.6 .169 25.0 .0224 2.75 1479 301 61 .183
1380 62.3 898 48.0 .303 46.4 .0147 7.95 1379 302 65 .195
1381 62.7 895 49. 1 .306 46.9 .0179 7.93 1476 299 101 .184
1382 62.4 895 49.7 .312 47.8 .0106 8.01 1253 305 37 .201
1384 62.4 894 41.1 .253 39.5 .0180 5.56 1472 301 72 .169
1387 62.1 585 50.4 .248 31.8 .0144 5.42 1108 298 68 .195
1388 41.7 586 33.6 .248 31.7 .0197 5.98 1262 295 57 .233
1389 41.4 585 33.5 .249 31.8 .0230 5.93 1358 295 77 .296
1390 41.2 583 34.1 .253 32.3 .0263 6.12 1469 294 105 .317
13911 1 41.0 586 33.5 .251 32.1 .0196 5.97 1260 295 56 .235
aNo
xa NO (actual)
NOxc NOx(calculated (from NOx(std)n
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Combustor performance characteristics
Stator Rotor Combustor Thermo- NO HC CO Smoke FARR FARRO Gas NOx(std) NO a
factor factor average couple emission emissions emission number analysis NO
temper- combus- index,. index, index, combus- NOc
ature tion, g/kg g/kg g/kg tion effi-
rise, efficiency, of fuel of fuel of fuel ciency,
K percent percent
0.297 0.027 875 98.3 4.63 0.03 8.6 ---- 0.96 1.00 99.8 0.784 0.942
.224 .057 650 98.4 5.37 .06 10.7 ---- .96 1.02 99.7 .808 .971
.270 .035 771 98.3 5.47 .02 6.7 ---- .96 1.01 99.8 .827 .994
.281 .024 886 98.2 5.57 .01 5.0 ---- .95 .99 99.9 .827 . .994
.214 .050 645 96.8 6.03 .08 8.2 ---- .95 1.01 99.8 .848 .1.019
.268 .032 758 97.2 6.28 .02 4.8 ---- .95 1.00 99.9 .885 1.063
.283 .023 877 97.0 6.18 .01 3.4 ---- .94 .98 99.9 ----- -----
.202 ..058 625 96.4 4.33 .15 20.4 ---- .95 1.03 99.5 .857 1.030
.209 .106 493 98.3 8.02 .17 6.6 ---- .98 1.12 99.8 .822 .988
.204 .081 603 97.9 8.4 .15 4.3 ---- .96 1.08 99.9 .834. 1.002
.202 .065 712 98.1 8.4 .02 2.9 ---- .96 1.03 .842 1.012
.228 .112 474 97.4 8.8 .03 4.9 ---- .99 1.02 .713 .929
.201 .080 610 97.6 9.4 .02 2.9 ---- .98 .95 .812 .975
.200 .063 720 97.7 9.5 .02 1.9 ---- .94 .94 100.0 ----- ----
.204 .081 591 96.8 10.3 .02 2.1 ---- .95 ---- 99.9 .797 .957
.219 .061 718 96.3 10.4 .02 1.3 ---- .91 .195 100.0 ----- 
-----
.223 .106 494 96.8 10.0 .03 3.1 ---- .97 .98 99.9 .783 ..941
.213 .062 718 96.2 10.9 .01 1.3 ---- .92 .96 100.0
.240 .054 692 96.8 12.0 0 1.2 ---- .96 .94 100.0
.215 .053 722 96.2 12.1 .01 1.04 ---- .96 .93 100.0 .891 1.070
.234 .116 481 97.7 14.8 .18 2.1 ---- .96 .98 99.9 .835 1.003
.217 .095 581 98.1 15.5 .01 1.5 ---- .97 .96 100:0 .878 1.055
.261' .153 358 98.9 14.8 .02 3.3 ---- .97 .99 99.9 .889 1.068
.220 .094 578 96.9 17.0 .01 1.1 ---- .97 .96 100.0 .845 1.015
.206 .083 522 100.1 5.4 .41 17.5 ---- 1.00 .94 99.5 .840 1.009
.233 .054 676 97.4 4.6 .09 15.9 ---- .94 .93 99.6 ----- -----
.296 .038 773 96.9 4.6 .03 10.9 ---- .96 .93 99.7 .870 1.045
.316 .029 886 98.4 4.8 .01- 8.8 ---- .97 .94 99.8 .892 1.072
.219 .055 673 97.4 4.5 .1 16.6 ---- .96 .91 99.6 .882 1.060
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TABLE II. - Concluded.
Run Model Inlet-air conditions Combustor operating conditions
num- Total Total Air- Diffuser Refer- Fuel- Total Average Inlet Fuel Annu- Pattern
ber pres- tem- flow, inlet ence air pres- outlet fuel nozzle lus factor
sure, per- kg/sec Mach velocity, ratio sure temper- temper- differ- sup-
N/cm2 ature, number Vref, loss, ature, ature, ential plied
K m/sec K K pressure, with
N/cm 2  fuel
1459 10-RL2 40.6 477 40.7 0.279 32.0 0.0078 6.77 769 --- --- Both 0. 186
1460 40.7 476 40.7 .278 31.9 .0078 6.71 769 --- --- .176
1461 20.5 579 16.4 .243 31.1 .0190 5.65 1248 --- --- .239
1462 20.5 580 16.4 .244 31.1 .0188 5.59 1241 --- --- .253
1482 10-RM1 41.1 479 40.2 .273 31.4 .0122 6.72 927 --- 605 .272
1483 20,5 580 16,9 .251 32.0 .0185 6.09 1220 --- 239 .329
1484 20.5 583 17,0 .254 32.4 .0184 6.14 1224 294 239 .293
1485 20.7 585 .252 32.2 .0219 6.05 1334 293 340 .364
1486 20.7 586 .253 32.3 .0218 6.17 1325 293 340 .195
1487 20.7 585 .253 32.3 .0217 6.05 1334 292 340 .324
1488 20.9 584 .249 31.8 .0255 5.86 1446 292 470 .396
1489 62.2 587 49.7 .245 31.4 .0059 5.12 814 292 211 .227
1490 62.1 590 49.7 .246 31.7 .0089 5.19 929 291 496 .207
1491 62.1 591 49.7 .246 31.7 .0090 5.23 932 292 499 .205
1492 62.1 592 49.7 .246 31.7 .0106 5.21 987 292 692 .197
1493 62.5 753 38.7 .215 31.3 .0134 3.89 1232 295 692 .230
1494 62.1 759 38.9 .218 31.9 .0134 3.95 1233 297 692 .231
1499 62.3 893 41.4 .255 39.8 .0103 5.40 1249 300 471 .263
1500 62.5 895 41.2 .253 39.5 .0125 5.32 1324 299 696 .268
1501 62.8 899 32.9 .199 31.6 .0104 3.33 1254 304 298 .282
1502 10-RM1 62.7 895 33.2 .201 31.9 .0103 3.40 1253 303 298 .293
1503 62.0 897 33.3 .204 32.4 .0137 3.51 1360 300 532 .291
1504 61.9 897 33.4 .205 32.4 .0154 3.55 1417 299 689 .282
1505 62.5 899 24.9 .150 24.1 .0104 1.92 1255 310 170 .315
1506 41.0 482 40.0 .273 31.5 .0123 6.71 938 292 600 .307
1507 40.9 481 40.1 .274 31.6 .0123 6.62 939 292 609 .314
aNOxa NOx(actual)
NOc NOx(calculated (from NOx(std))
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EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Combustor performance characteristics
Stator Rotor Combustor Thermo- NO x  HC CO Smoke FARR FARRO Gas NOx(std.. NOx a
factor factor average couple emission emissions emission number analysis
temper- combus- index, index, index, combus- NOxc
ature tion g/kg g/g g/kg tion effi-
rise, efficiency, of fuel of fuel of fuel ciency,
K percent percent
0.322 0.186 292 95.8 1.40 21.3 81.5 ---- 0.96 0.97 96.0
.312 .187 293 96.1 1.46 22.5 88.4 ---- 1.00 1.02 95.7 ---- -----
.246 .068 669 99.5 2.45 .22 16.5 ---- .92 1.00 99.6 ---- -----
.249 .069 660 98.9 2.83 .14 11.7 ---- .95 1.08 99.7 0.851 1.022
.300 .106 447 97.1 1.4 13,7 76.9 ---- .93 1.00 96.8 ---- -----
.329 .067 639 97.2 2.3 .2 23.9 ---- .94 .98 99.4 -- -----
.295 .067 640 97.8 2.8 .09 21.0 ---- 1.00 1.03 99.5 .857 1.030
.364 .048 749 98.0 2.9 .07 7.6 ---- .86 1l 04 99.8 -- -----
.216 .057 739 96.9 2.9 .07 7.7 ---- .95 1.04 99.8 .810 .973
.324 .047 749 - 98.6 3.2 .11 7.8 ---- .95 1.07 99.8 .892 1.072
.396 .029 862 98.6 3.4 .11 4.7 ---- .96 1.08 99.9 .868 1.043
.385 .245 227 99.5 4.5 4.7 31.0 ---- 1.00 1.14 98.8 ---- -----
.307 .166 338 101.1 4.5 1.9 21.9 ---- .93 1.07 99.3 ---- -----
.300 .166 340 101.1 4.9 1.2 20.3 ---- .99 1.13 99.4 .753 .905
.298 .139 395 101.0 5.2 .65 18.0 ---- .96 1.13 99.5 .793 .953
.286 .124 479 102.4 9.5 .05 2.1 ---- .89 .99 99.9 ---- -----
.299 .128 474 101.4 11.0 .04 2.0 ----- 1.00 1.11 99.9 .864 1.038
.349 .182 355 100.5 16.2 .07 1.37 ---- 1.02 1.13 100.0 .754 .906
.323 .154 429 101.0 16.3 .04 .76 ---- 1.04 1.12 .824 .990
.345 .179 355 100.1 18.7 .05 .61 ---- 1.08 1.15 ---- -----
.349 .178 358 101.4 17.9 .06 .66 ---- 1.00 1.09 .823 .989
.331 .142 462 100.9 18.2 .04 .94 ---- .97 1.07 .830 .997
.330 .126 520 100.9 18.8 .04 .70 ---- .96 1.06 .852 1.024
.427 .177 356 99.5 20.5 .05 1.00 ---- 1.01 1.08 ' .879 1.056
.326 .096 456 97.9 2.1 14.6 76.5 ---- .93 .97 96.7 ---- -----
.313 .095 457 98.3 2.1 7.3 58.1 ---- .93 .98 97.9 ---- -----
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TABLE III. - DOUBLE-ANNULAR RAM-INDUCTION
COMBUSTOR DIMENSIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS
Length, cm
Compressor exit to turbine inlet ........ 51.1
Fuel nozzle face to turbine inlet . ....... 30. 5 TABLE IV. - SCOOP AREASa AND SIZES FOR
Diameter, cm DOUBLE-ANNULAR RAM-INDUCTION COMBUSTORb
Inlet outside .......... . ....... 80.77
Inlet inside ..................... 71.1 Type of scoop Discharge area, Length, Width,
Outlet outside ... .............. 89.9 cm 2  cm cm
Outlet inside .................. 69.9
Shroud diameter, cm Outer liner primary ------ ----- ----
Outside .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . 94.2 Outer liner secondary ------ 2. 637 2. 591
Inside . .... .............. . . .. 57. 2 Outer center shroud 122.85 1. 981 1. 938
Reference area (between shrouds), cm 2  . . . . 4270 primary
Diffuser inlet area, cm2  . . . . . . . . ... 1177 Outer center shroud 109.03 1. 295 3.407
Open hole area (including cooling), cm 2 . . . . . 1571 secondary
Flow spreader inlet area, cm 2  Inner center shroud 122.85 1.981 1.938
Outside diameter passage . ........ . . 348 primary
Center passage . ................ 785 Inner center shroud 109.03 1. 295 3.407
Inside diameter passage . ........... 339 secondary
Exit area, cm 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2503 Inner liner primary 122.35 2.07 1.847
Number of fuel nozzles and swirlers ....... 64 Inner liner secondary 219.25 3.31 2.07
Number of diffuser struts. . ............ 16 aAll areas are actual area for full annulus.
Number of ram-induction scoops . ....... 256 bSee fig. 1.
Rows, primary zone .............. 1
Rows, secondary zone . ........... 1
Ratio length to annulus height
Outer annulus .................. 4.8
Inner annulus .................. 3.9
Station 3 Station 4
51.5
Airflow passages: 30.5
Outer
Typical scoop Center-, \
(End view) Inner \ \ /-Spark plug
Width
Length
Turning vanes
)-Exit transition
/ / liners
Diam., Diam., //Diam., Dam.,
80.8 71.1 AAirflow spreaders k Fuel nozzles 69.9 89.9
and swirlers /
/ Inner shroud
CD-11294-28
Figure 1. - Cross section of double-annular ram-induction combustor. (All dimensions are in cm.)
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number range angle,
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O M-1 Medium 60
.2 O H-3 High 80
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Fuel nozzle differential pressure (with ASTM Jet A fuel), N/cm 2
Figure 2. - Fuel flow plotted against fuel nozzle differential pressure for all fuel nozzles tested.
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Figure 3. - Combustor total pressure loss as a function of diffuser inlet Mach number. Inlet air
temperature, 590 K; inlet total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter.
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Figure 4. - Combustor exit temperature parameters as a function of inlet air temperature. Inlet total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter; average exit tempera-
ture, 1475 K.
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Figure 5. - Variation of exit average radial temperature profile with combustor average tem-
perature, 585 K; inlet total pressure, 62 newtons per square centimeter; reference ve-
locity, 32 meters per second.
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Figure 6. - Rotor factor as a function of combustor average temperature rise showing effect of inlet air
temperature.
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Figure 7. - Equation verification of actual NOx value over computed
NOx value using NOx(std) = 0.832.
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Figure 8. - NOx emissions index as a function of inlet air tempera- 4
ture showing effect of reference velocity. Inlet total pressure, 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500
62 newtons per square centimeter; exit average temperature, Combustor average exit temperature, K
1470 K.
Figure 9. - NOx exhaust emissions index as a function of combustor average exit
temperature showing effect of inlet temperature. Reference velocity, 32 meters
per second.
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Figure 10. - NOx exhaust emissions index as a function of combustor
average exit temperature showing the effect of inlet total pressure.
Inlet air temperature, 590 K; referencevelocity, 32 meters per
second.
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Figure 11. - Effect of inlet air temperature and reference velocity
on CO emissions index. Inlet total pressure, 62 newtons per
square centimeter; exit average temperature, 1470 K.
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Figure 12. - Carbon monoxide emissions as a function of combustor
average exit temperature showing effect of inlet total pressure.
Inlet air temperature, 590 K; reference velocity, 32 meters per
second.
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Figure 13. - Smoke number as a function of reference velocity showing effect
of inlet air temperature. Inlet total pressure, 62 newtons per square meter;
exit average temperature, 1475 K.
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Figure 14. - Smoke number as a function of combustor exit average
temperature. Inlet air temperature, 590 K; inlet total pressure,
62 newtons per square centimeter; reference velocity, 32 meters
per second.
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Figure 15. - Combustor performance at high idle conditions of 495 K
inlet air temperature, 41-newton-per-square-centimeter inlet total
pressure, and 31. 4-meter-per-second reference velocity showing
effect of radial fuel staging. Three different flow ranges of fuel
nozzles were used to optimize fuel atomization.
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Figure 16. -Double-annular ram-induction combustor.
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Figure 17. - Circumferential arrangement of combustor scoops and fuel nozzles.
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Figure 18. - Effective flow area distribution for double-annu lar ram-induction combustor.
Swirler discharge coefficient, 0. 50; hole discharge coefficient, 0. 62; scoops and slot dis-
charge coefficient, 1.00; total area (effect, ve), 1571 square centimeters. (All areas are
based on a full annulus with units of cm . )1
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Figure 18. - Effective flow area distribution for double-annu tar ram- induction combustor.
Swirler discharge coefficient, 0. 50; hole discharge coefficient, 0. 62; scoops and slot dis-
charge coefficient, 1. 00; total area (effective), 1571 square centimeters. (All areas are
based on a full annulus with units of cmL
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Figure 19. - Five-point total temperature and total pressure water-cooled probe
assembly.
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Figure 20. - Explanation of terms in exit temperature profile parameters.
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